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Abstract. Recently, the demand for tool support (performance an-
alyzers, debuggers etc.) for efficient Java programming is increasing.
A universal, open interface between tools and a monitoring system,
the On-line Monitoring Interface Specification (OMIS), and the OMIS
compliant monitoring system (OCM) enable to specify such a Java
oriented monitoring infrastructure which allows for an extensible range
of functionality intended for supporting various kinds of tools. The
paper presents an approach to building a monitoring system underlying
this infrastructure.
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1 Introduction

Java technology has grown in popularity and usage because of its portability.
This simple, object oriented, secure language supports multithreading and dis-
tributed programming including remote method invocation, garbage collection
and dynamic class loading. The Java environment simplifies the development
and deployment of distributed systems, but such systems are still very com-
plex and more error prone than single process applications. The best monitoring
of distributed Java programs could be achieved by using diverse observation
techniques and mechanisms, therefore it is often desirable to have a suite of spe-
cialized tools such as debuggers, performance analyzers each of them addressing
a different task and allowing developers to explore the program’s behaviour from
various viewpoints. Our goal is to build a comprehensive tool support for build-
ing distributed Java applications by providing uniform, extendible monitoring
facilities for communication between components, for analyzing an application’s
execution, and for detecting bugs.

The paper is organised as follows. General considerations of Java tools
functionality and implications for monitoring are presented in Section 2. Then
follows an overview of OMIS, the OMIS-compliant monitoring system OCM,
and the characteristics of a Java-oriented extension to OMIS. Next, an overview
of the Java-oriented monitoring system architecture is presented (Section 3).
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Sections 4 and 5 describe how the proposed monitoring system processes
requests from monitoring based tools and events generated by the target Java
system. Conclusions and future work are summarised in Section 6.

2 Design Concepts of a Monitoring System

Based on the analysis of Related work presented in [2] we have accepted re-
quirements which must be met by the part of the infrastructure which provides
monitoring data. In order to provide comprehensive support for distributed pro-
gramming, the tools need to be able to manipulate and observe the whole ap-
plication distributed over different machines at runtime. To provide a flexible
functionality of tools, the monitoring activities underlying the access to and
manipulation of the observed application should be concentrated in a separate
module which is usually called monitoring system. Such a system should ideally
provide a uniform on-line interface for different kinds of tools, which allows to
easily build tools without a need to understand the implementation of monitor-
ing, while providing scalability and a wide range of analysis methods.

To build a versatile monitoring system we used a monitor/tool interface spec-
ification, OMIS [3], and a monitoring system, the OCM [4], which implements
this specification. OMIS follows the idea of separation of a tool from a monitoring
system through a standardized interface. The cooperation between the tool and
the monitoring system is based on the service request/reply mechanism. A tool
sends a service request to the monitoring system, e.g. as a coded string which
describes a condition (event) (if any) and activities (action list) which have to
be invoked (when the condition gets true). In this way the tool programs the
monitoring system to listen for event occurrences, perform needed actions, and
transfer results to the tool. OMIS relies on a hierarchy of the abstract objects:
nodes, processes, threads, messages queues and messages. Every object is rep-
resented by an abstract identifier (token) which can be converted into other
token types by the conversion functions localization and expansion which are
automatically applied to every service definition that has tokens as a parame-
ter. Each tool at each moment has a well defined scope, i.e. it can observe and
manipulate a specific set of objects attached on a request from this tool. Due to
the distributed nature of parallel application, the monitoring system must itself
be distributed and needs one monitoring component per node, which in case of
the OCM is called Local Monitor (LM). The OCM also comprises a component
called the Node Distribution Unit (NDU) that has to analyze each request is-
sued by a tool and split it into separate requests that can be processed locally by
LMs on proper nodes. OMIS allows the monitoring system to be expanded with
a tool extension or monitor extension, which adds new services and new types of
objects to the basic monitoring system, for specific programming environments.

Java-bound On-line Monitoring Interface Specification (J-OMIS) is a moni-
tor extension to OMIS for Java distributed applications, which introduces a new
Java-bound object hierarchy that is divided into two kinds of objects: execution
objects, like nodes, JVMs, threads and application objects, e.g. interfaces, classes,
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objects, methods. As in the original OMIS, J-OMIS specifies tree types of ser-
vices: information services, manipulation services, and event services. J-OMIS
defines relations between the objects of a running application, which are ex-
pressed by conversion functions, enlarged w.r.t. OMIS by additional operations
that result from the object-oriented nature of Java.

3 Architecture of the Java-Oriented Monitoring System

Based on J-OMIS, we have designed a Java-oriented extension to the OCM, the
J-OCM, by extending the functionality of the OCM, via adding new software
components and adapting existing ones (see Fig.1). This approach allows to
combine the existing functionality of the OCM with the Java platform.

The Node Distribution Unit(NDU), an unchanged part of the whole moni-
toring infrastructure, is still responsible for distributing requests and assembling
replies. E.g. a tool may issue a request in order to run the garbage collector
on specified JVMs, therefore the NDU must determine the nodes executing the
JVMs and, if needed, split the request into separate sub-requests to be sent to
the proper nodes. The NDU must also assemble the partial replies from local
monitors into a global reply. The NDU is aimed to make the whole system man-
ageable, thus it has to program the local monitors of all the currently observed
nodes. As the set of monitored nodes may change over time, the NDU must
properly react to these changes: to create local monitors on the newly added
nodes or to re-arrange a list of the objects involved in the execution of requests
that have been issued by tools, when some nodes are deleted.

JVMLM = [JVM] agent

JVMEXT JVMEXT

Tool A Tool B
performance analyzer debugger

NodeNode

Node Distribution Unit

Local Monitor

JVMJVM JVM JVM

Legend:
       New components

Local Monitor

Elements of Distributed
Application

SHMLAE SHMLAE

JVMLM JVMLMJVMLM JVMLM

Fig. 1. J-OCM architecture
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The Local Monitor is a monitor process, independent from the whole global
monitoring infrastructure. Each monitor process provides an interface similar to
that of the NDU, with the exception that it only accepts requests to operate on
local objects. To support the monitoring of Java applications, the LM’s exten-
sion, JVMEXT, provides new services defined by J-OMIS, which control JVM via
agents. JVMEXT is linked to LMs as a dynamically linked library at runtime us-
ing the dlopen interface, whenever the tool issues a service request to JVMEXT.

LM stores information about the target Java application’s objects such as
JVMs, threads, classes, interfaces, objects, methods etc. referred to by tokens.
The Java Virtual Machine Local Monitor is an agent embedded into a JVM
process, which is responsible for execution of the requests received from the LM.
It uses Java Virtual Machine native interfaces such as JVMPI [5], JVMDI [6],
and JNI [7] that provide low level mechanisms for interactive monitoring, inde-
pendent of a JVM implementation. The Shared Memory based Local Agents En-
vironment (SHMLAE) is a communication layer to support cooperation between
agents and the LM. This allows the components involved in communication to
find each other during start-up and notify about their existence.

4 Request Processing

The proposed monitoring infrastructure allows the tool to see the whole moni-
tored application as a set of distributed objects and the monitoring system as
a higher-level software layer (middleware) that provides a standardized inter-
face to access those objects, regardless of implementation details, like hardware
platform or software language.

To deal with the distributed target system we consider the functioning of
the J-OCM as a distributed system, which has to usually comprise additional
architectural elements: an object interface specification, object stub and skeleton,
object manager, registration/naming service and communication protocol.

Interface definition. The first stage of the process of developing a dis-
tributed application is to define the interface of a remote object (e.g. methods,
data types), written in an Interface Definition Language. Similarly, a leading
idea of OMIS is to provide support for building monitoring tools and systems
for new parallel or distributed environments by extending its functionality. For
each extension, an IDL file, called registry, has to be provided, which specifies
new objects, new services and their relevant attributes.

Stub and Skeleton provide transparent communication between the client
and the remote object. They are based on the Proxy Design Pattern1, where
the object is represented by another object (the proxy), in order to control access
to the object. In distributed computing the stub plays the role of the proxy and
allows to make a local call on the remote object. The skeleton, residing on the
server side, receives an incoming call, and invokes it on the real object. The
Proxy pattern is used by the J-OCM to provide the tool with transparent access
1 Proxy design pattern as described in “Design Patterns” by Gamma, Helm, Johnson

and Vlissides [8]
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to monitored objects 2. The monitored objects are identified by tokens which
refer to the proxy object. The proxy is a representation of the real object in the
monitoring system. The object proxy contains all information that is needed to
deliver the tool’s requests to the JVM agent (JVMLM) which directly accesses
the JVM. The JVM agent acts as a skeleton, while the remote proxy which
is embedded into the JVM is a platform dependent native library. The agent
transforms a call and parameters received from the LM into the format required
by one of interfaces used to interact with JVM.

Object manager and registration/naming service. Remote method
calls issued by the client are routed through the object manager to the proper
object on the server. The object manager also routes results back to the client.
The registration/naming service acts as an intermediary layer between the object
client and the object manager. Once an interface to the object has been defined,
an implementation of the interface needs to be registered with the naming service
so that the object can be accessed by clients using the object’s name. The main
components of the J-OCM — the NDU and LMs — can be classified as an object
manager and provide operations similar to the naming service that is present in
distributed systems. Any object that can be observed or manipulated by tools
is represented by a token, which is a globally unique name of monitored object.

The tokens and objects’ proxies of proper monitored objects are created
when: (1) the JVMLM is started up and notifies the node’s LM of its existence
(e.g. jvm j 1), (2) events referring to the creation of threads, classes, objects,
interfaces, etc. are raised and the tool is interested in them, or (3) the tool
issues information requests of the following syntax: {jvm, thread, class,
etc.} get tokens() to obtain a list of tokens of all monitored objects of a
given class.

5 Event Handling

An event is a characteristic atomic program behavior. In an event-based moni-
toring system, basic events are captured by sensors, which are inserted in to a
target systems, and notified to the monitoring system. The monitoring system
takes some action(s) - a sequence of commands associated with the event. These
actions can either carry out data collection, or also manipulate the running pro-
gram. In order to follow the idea of event-based monitoring both the LM and
the JVMLM must support the event notification.

Java-oriented Techniques for Event-Based Monitoring. JVM notifies
several internal events to the JVMLM, using JVMPI and JVMDI. These events
are fired by changes in the state of Java threads, like (started, ended, blocked
on a locked monitor), the beginning/ending of an invoked method, class loading
operations, object allocation/deallocation, and the beginning/ending of JVM
garbage collection, exception throwing, etc.

To support the interactive observation of the target system, all events must
be processed by the JVM agent, while the agent sends the events to the LM
2 The word object is used in terms of the J-OMIS object hierarchy.
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selectively, to avoid too much overhead on the LM. This is based on a filtering
mechanism introduced into the JVM agent, which selects which events should
be sent to the LM.

To control the forwarding of events, the agent uses a filter in form of a table,
where it stores information about what events the LM is interested in. The LM
manipulating this event filter table can stop or resume the notification of specific
events sent from its agents.

The OMIS Event Model, along with the event term, additionally defines
the event class predicate, specifying a set of event occurrences, a pattern defining
the events of interest. In the OCM, event classes are represented by an event
service together with its parameters. The event processing in the OCM is based
on the idea that event classes form a tree hierarchy, where the root is the universal
class containing all detectable events. New event classes are derived from the
existing ones via the use of filters that allow only certain events to pass. Each
class in the event class tree may be associated with a set of filters, each of
which is used to derive a more specific event class from a more general one.
In addition, some event classes may have their associated action lists. When
an event is detected by the OMIS compliant monitoring system, it is matched
against all the event classes in the tree, by doing a tree traversal starting with
the tree’s root, which matches all events. At each traversed node, the filters
associated with that node are evaluated. If a filter evaluates to true, the event
matches the derived event class, which is therefore traversed, too. During this
tree traversal, the action lists associated with the event classes matched by the
event are scheduled for execution.

Event Processing in the J-OCM. The J-OCM as an adaptation of the
OCM for Java applications extends the event tree of the OCM by its own subtree.
The new event hierarchy, shown in Fig.2, consists of three types of event classes.

The jvm any is the ’root’ of Java related event classes and is triggered when-
ever any of JVMs registered in the monitoring system generates an event. The
jvm any is a Singleton 3, the event class that has only one instance to provide
the global point of access to it in the Local Monitor.

All other event classes, which relate to other object types specified in J-
OMIS, e.g. jvms, threads, classes, etc. are derived from this one using filters.
The jvm control, jvm {thread, class, object, method} control classes
represent abstract object control event classes 4. Leaves, those elements of the
tree which do not have children, represent the events which are defined by the
interface specification, i.e. J-OMIS. J-OMIS classifies event services based on the
categories of elements of the Java program architecture the services operate on.
The J-OCM event tree follows this classification, similarly the control services
group the event services operating on a type of token, e.g. thread, JVM. But some

3 Singleton Design Pattern
4 The term ’abstract’ is used in the sense that these event classes cannot be involved

in a conditional request via the J-OMIS tool/monitor interface, whereas the term
’control’ refers to all events occurrences, characteristic for the particular type of
object, e.g. jvm thread control comprises all events connected with JVM threads
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Fig. 2. Hierarchy of J-OCM events

event services have been moved over in the event hierarchy in order to recognize
the situation where the event took place. The information which is needed to
determine whether an event matches a given event class is the location (context)
of the event, e.g. the event service jvm method entered indicates when a given
method is called, i.e. we need to specify the most dynamic elements of a Java ap-
plication execution, e.g. JVM, thread, object because they determine the context
of the event occurrence, i.e. an event may occur on a particular JVM, in a thread,
and refer to an object. The presented shape of the J-OCM events tree allows to
narrow the event detection and to simplify extending the tree by new events.

Event-Based Interaction. The most critical part of the J-OCM event sys-
tem are interactions between the Local Monitor and its Java agents (JVMLMs).
The Java agents use the SHMLAE to notify the LM of the event occurrence
and to transfer event-specific parameters. A specific event, before being handled
by the LM, must be enabled in the specific JVMLM. This is done when a tool
enables the previously defined event service request, by issuing a csr enable
service. Once the JVM agent has received the request from the LM, it starts
passing events to the LM which must take care of handling them.

The OCM uses signals as asynchronous mechanism to notify the message
arrival and defines a special event class, called mon received signal(integer
sig no) that is triggered when the monitor process receives the specified signal.
The use of this event class is the solution to handle events from the JVM agents,
and next to process them, according to the OMIS event model. The universal
event class jvm any relating to Java specific events derives from mon recei-
ve signal event class. The filter that is located between these two event classes
(Fig. 2) is invoked each time the monitor gets a signal sent by an agent. It uses a
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non-blocking receive call to get messages containing information about an event
that has occurred in a monitored JVM and executes jvm any, i.e. the ’root’ of
the Java event classes hierarchy, where further event processing takes place.

6 Conclusions

The work on building a Java-oriented tools followed the idea of separating the
layer of tools from a monitoring system’s functionality. We extended the On-line
Monitoring Interface Specification by a Java specific hierarchy of objects and a
set of relevant services. The work on a Java-oriented monitoring system, the J-
OCM, concentrated on extending the functionality of Local Monitors which are
the distributed part of the system and introducing new software levels interfacing
the J-OCM to JVM and providing a communication mechanism for the low-level
layers. Our on-going work focuses on completing the implementation of the J-
OCM and designing a suite of Java-oriented monitoring-based tools.
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